ALL NEW and JUST RELEASED.
An attractive and versatile
alternative to timber reveals and
door frames.

Shown here is the new windows reveals system with a
flush shadow line. The trim being the same colour as
the window frame gives interesting contrast and depth.
There is an option for a sunken trim also, both allowing
the plasterboard to be finished up to the edge giving
sleek and clean lines.
This is the ideal finish and companion to our large
range of windows, doors and accessories.
The shadow line finish when used on windows and
doors and a newly developed “sunken” skirting changes
the impact completely from the conventional architrave
finish.
The Architrave and reveals system shown
here, would be hard to tell apart from what
you would normally see, imagine the architrave in another colour, perhaps like the window frame.
What’s the difference. This one does not need
painting because it is in a durable powder
coated aluminium. It is straight and will not
warp with time.
We have complimenting skirting available to
enhance the overall effect. This again could
be in a contrasting colour or in the same colour as the architrave on the window.

ALL NEW and JUST RELEASED.
An attractive and versatile
alternative to timber reveals and
door frames.

METAL DOOR FRAMES. Are now available to suit a
range of walling combinations stud size and plasterboard
thickness.
The more conventional door frame with architraves is
shown here, the architrave are the same as we use for
the windows system ensuring uniformity of design and
finish.
We have a matching metal skirting to compliment
If desired, the frame and architrave can be in differing
colours to give the effect you are looking for in your
home.

The door frame shown here features a shadow line rather than architraves. This again is
identical to the windows treatment available
in both a flush and sunken finish.
There is a newly developed “sunken” skirting
that will give your house a completely different look and feel when used with the shadow
line door frames and windows.
Use your favourite colour palette on these
powder coated aluminium systems to
achieve the look you want for your home

